Fellow Ministers,
As a Pastor since 1985 I quickly learned
that I don't have all the gifts and talents
to adequately meet the needs of all the
different people I have a passion to
serve. If I'm going to succeed I must
partner with other ministries. This is why
Joy of the Lord Ministries is so vital to
our services at Abundant Life.
I met Don Zonic almost twenty years
ago and I am so thankful to God. His
unique story allows him to touch people
that I could never reach. The presence of
JOTL on our campus for over seventeen
years now has been such a blessing. We
often have people in all kinds of
addictive behaviors. I can pray for them
and offer some counsel but I don't have
the knowledge, experience or
understanding to take them much
further. I remember feeling so broken
inside knowing a person did not really
get all they needed simply because we
weren't equipped to help them. JOTL has
solved that problem for me.
I regularly refer people to JOTL and
have had wonderful results. Joy of the
Lord has amplified what we can do for
the addicted and broken coming to my
church. I know we have a proven
program filled with compassionate and
knowledgeable people. If you have any
questions about the benefits that a
Christ-centered recovery meeting (or the
Clean and Sober in Christ Recovery
Network) can bring to your congregation
please contact me.

The 12 Steps of the cross

May your journey in recovery
lead you to the foot of the
cross.

Our core values at CSC Recovery
Network are:
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It is our purpose to create a Christcentered recovery community that
shares the good news of Jesus Christ
while helping the lost and addicted
find recovery.
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Jesus made a way for all of us to be set
free. Praise Him!
Fast forward to 2016 and these prevailing

Our role is simply to make recovery an
option for those who are sick and tired of

Whether you are a pastor or work in the

being sick and tired.
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issues have millions still trapped in
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Recovery Group Leaders

For Professionals we offer free listings
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CSC Recovery Network is hopeful that
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recovery community. CSC Recovery

Come see what God is up to in the
Christ-centered recovery arena today!
Don Zonic
Director@CSCRecoveryNetwork.com

Network is committed to empowering
your leaders with the resources that are

recovery leaders who may assist you in
referrals for aftercare support.
CSC’s meeting directory interactively

vital to leading a Christ-centered recovery

helps you discover the Christ-centered

group week in and week out. We will

recovery community.

also providing networking connections to
other recovery leaders in your immediate
community.

